HENRY REPEATING ARMS AND FRIENDS OF NRA HAVE JOINED TOGETHER TO CREATE THIS LIMITED-EDITION GUN OF THE YEAR SET THAT IS ONLY AVAILABLE AT FRIENDS OF NRA EVENTS. PERFECT FOR SHOOTING ENTHUSIASTS AND PERSONAL DEFENSE USERS ALIKE, THIS SET OF CUSTOMIZED, MATCHING HENRY BIG BOY REVOLVER AND BIG BOY SIDE GATE CANNOT BE OVERLOOKED.

HENRY BIG BOY REVOLVER .357MAG/.38SPL

The Henry Big Boy Revolver is the perfect companion to your Big Boy rifle chambered in the same caliber and built from the same premium materials. The blued steel frame, barrel, and cylinder are mated to a hardened brass lower that runs from the backstrap through the triggerguard for a look that’s unmistakably Henry. Exclusive touches for this Friends of NRA Edition include an engraved and gold paint-filled Gun of the Year Friends of NRA logo on the right grip by Baron Engraving and a 24kt gold plated band around the cylinder. The grips are stained with a black coloring to match the deep bluing of the rest of the firearm and provide striking contrast for the brass and gold. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA events, this firearm has NRA Serialization and is limited to 675 units. It’s proudly made in the USA.

HENRY BIG BOY SIDE GATE .357MAG/.38SPL

The recently revamped Henry Big Boy Side Gate features everything you know and love about Henry’s world-famous Big Boy pistol-caliber rifles, with the addition of a side loading gate for enhanced functionality and ease of use. The lever action rifle is constructed with premium materials like a hardened brass receiver, blued steel octagon barrel, and genuine American walnut furniture. The buttstock of this unique Friends of NRA edition is engraved with the logo by Baron Engraving exclusively for use at Friends of NRA fundraising events. The rifle can hold up to 10 rounds in the magazine tube, which is removable for quick, safe unloading. The receiver is drilled and tapped for use with optics. For those who prefer iron sights, the rifle is equipped with a fully adjustable semi-buckhorn rear sight and a brass bead front sight. NRA Serialization, limited to 750 units, and proudly made in the USA.

SPECIFICATIONS

HENRY BIG BOY REVOLVER .357MAG/.38SPL

- Caliber: .357Mag/.38Spl
- Capacity: 6 Rounds
- Barrel Length: 4”
- Barrel Type: Round Blued Steel
- Overall Length: 9.5”
- Weight: 35 oz.
- Receiver Finish: Polished Blued Steel

SPECIFICATIONS

HENRY BIG BOY SIDE GATE .357MAG/.38SPL

- Caliber: .357Mag/.38Spl
- Capacity: 10 Rounds
- Barrel Length: 20”
- Barrel Type: Octagon Blued Steel
- Overall Length: 38.5”
- Weight: 8.68 lbs.
- Receiver Finish: Polished Hardened Brass
**FIREARMS**

No other handgun can put all the tools you need at your disposal like the Walther PDP. It’s a handgun specifically designed to maximize readiness no matter the circumstance, and with the support of Walther’s historic ingenuity, it’s guaranteed to surpass all expectations time and time again. The unique design offers versatile advantages when you need them most, providing supreme performance in any condition, making this the go-to choice for shooters who demand excellence every single day. With revolutionary ergonomics, SuperTerrain Slide Serrations, and a brand-new Performance Duty Trigger, this is the next evolution in world-class ingenuity for pistols. As the ideal firearm for those seeking unmatched versatility, dependability, and effectiveness in both concealed carry and conventional service situations, the Walther PDP is how you stay ready. Made for Friends of NRA events, this firearm includes the NRA seal and is limited to 675 units. *Not available in all 50 states*

**WEATHER VANGUARD COMPACT HUNTER .308 WIN WITH NRA LOGO**

Length-of-pull adjustability makes this Weatherby rifle a popular pick for not only youth, but also a great option for tight quarters inside hunting blinds, or the perfect gun to take on a coyote hunt. The Compact Hunter comes with a threaded barrel that is ready for a suppressor or the included recoil-reducing AccuBrake, 3-position safety, two-stage trigger, and fluted bolt body. All Vanguards have a one-piece machined bolt body and a fully enclosed bolt sleeve. They also sport an integral recoil lug and hinged floorplate. This rifle has the NRA Logo on the floorplate, assembled in the USA exclusively for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 750 units.

**DIAMONDBACK DB10 6.5 CREEDMOOR NRA EDITION**

The Diamondback Firearms DB10 is the modern sporting rifle built for the avid shooter or hunter. Have all the power and accuracy to take down big game or win your next competition. This rifle has a 15” M-LOK V Rail w/ anti-slip texture pads, a 20” stainless steel Diamondback fluted barrel, ambidextrous charging handle and safety, Magpul furniture, and features the Friends of NRA logo and NRA serialization. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA events, this firearm is made in the USA and is limited to 675 units. *Not available in all 50 states*

**KEYSTONE NRA OVERLANDER PACK RIFLE .22MAG WITH FRIENDS OF NRA LOGO**

This brand-new Keystone lightweight pack rifle is Billet Machined 6061 Aluminum Black Anodized and weighs only 3lbs 10oz. Perfect for packing in the field, this rifle adjusts 31.75” max to 26.375” collapsed. It includes a Crickettwerks Scope Mount and 1x 20mm Compact Micro Dot Sight, Carbon Fiber Storage Tube .920 x 3.5”, Dual Push Button Release on Telescoping Butt Stock, Threaded Bolt Handle with Machined Bolt Knob, Pistol Grip, and features the Friends of NRA logo and NRA serialization. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA events, this firearm is made in the USA and is limited to 750 units.

**WALTHER PDP COMPACT 9MM WITH NRA SEAL**

As the ideal firearm for those seeking unmatched versatility, dependability, and effectiveness in both concealed carry and conventional service situations, the Walther PDP is how you stay ready. Made for Friends of NRA events, this firearm includes the NRA seal and is limited to 675 units. *Not available in all 50 states*

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Caliber: .308 Win
- Barrel Length: 22”
- Action: Bolt Action
- Capacity: 10 Rounds
- Finish: Black and Orange Sponge Accents
- NRA Logo

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Caliber: .6 Creedmoor
- Barrel Length: 20”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 10 Rounds
- Finish: Flat Dark Earth
- Friends of NRA Logo & Serialization

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Caliber: 9mm
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Capacity: 10 Rounds
- Finish: Limited Edition NP3® Coated Slide
- NRA Seal
- Made in Germany
SIG SAUER P322 WITH ROMEO ZERO ELITE .22LR WITH NRA SEAL

The new P322 was completely designed and built by SIG SAUER in New Hampshire and is loaded with premium features, including a ROMEO Zero Elite direct from the factory. The P322 also comes with a threaded barrel adapter making it suppressor ready right out of the box, and with its ambidextrous controls, interchangable flat and curved triggers, and fiber optic front sight / ROMEO Zero Elite, the new P322 is the highest capacity, most advanced .22 pistol in its class. Featuring the NRA seal, this P322 is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and comes with one .22LR Suppressor Certificate from Silencer Central. This firearm is limited to 675 units, and proudly made in the USA. *Not available in all 50 states

SPECIFICATIONS

- Caliber: .22LR
- Barrel Length: 4"
- Action: Single
- Capacity: 20 Rounds
- Finish: Black Anodized Slide
- NRA Seal

SILENCER CENTRAL .22LR SOLO SUPPRESSOR

The Solo 22 is a high quality .22LR sound suppressor constructed entirely of aircraft grade aluminum and is anodized matte black. The Solo 22 can be shot wet or dry and can be disassembled for cleaning with a standard 7mm hex key wrench.

*Only available with the SIG SAUER P322 above

SPECIFICATIONS

- Length: 6"
- Diameter: 1"
- Weight: 2.7 oz
- Material: Aluminum
- Thread Pitch: 10x28
- Caliber: .22LR
- Color: Black
- Finish: Anodized
- Mount Style: 1/2"-28 Direct Thread Mount
- Does not include tax stamp

GUN RACK DISPLAY WITH NRA SEAL

This gun rack you’ve been waiting for. Not only does it fit 4 guns, but its arms and lower shelf are sturdy and made of distressed, corrugated metal that proudly displays the NRA seal. Some assembly is required. Made in the USA by Meissenburg Enterprises for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

SCOPED DAISY RED RYDER “LASSO” NRA EDITION

Normally Red Ryders are optics-free, but not this special edition version. This is a Red Ryder combined with a Lasso Scope and Mount. Complete with Friends of NRA logo on the stock, and measuring 35.4” long, this BB rifle is made exclusively for Friends of NRA events by Air Venturi, Ltd. and is limited to 725 units.
Add more of the all-American style to your home with this Patriotic Welcome Sign. Fabricated with high density wood fibers, this piece measures 17” W x 44” L and comes with a stand. The panels are made from sawdust and pulp waste and then pressure heated for the perfect finish. Display inside or under an eave. Not waterproof. Made in the USA by Meissenburg Enterprises and is limited to 725 units.

**Patriotic Welcome Sign**

This flag is designed with laser cut stars that represent the 13 colonies that signed the US Constitution. In the center of the stars lays a special coin engraved with National Rifle Association of America along the rim, and 2nd and 2024 in the center. Each stripe has been individually cut and sanded to make it look like it is waving. The frame adds the perfect final touch with its 45’ angles and the 9mm casings to tie it into the Second Amendment and the NRA. Each flag is constructed the same way, but every piece will be unique as they stain and burn differently according to the grain of the wood. Two heavy duty hangers are also included. Made in the USA by Allen’s Torched Designs; this flag measures 25 1/2” x 14” x 2”. This item is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

**NRA Limited Edition 2A Flag**

Cozy up with the blue knitted Friends of NRA blanket. Made from 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled polyester, this throw is machine-washable and measures approximately 48” W x 50” L. Proudly made in the USA by Binghamton Knitting Company, Inc; this blanket is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

**Friends of NRA Blanket**

Proudly display this rustic Second Amendment sign in your home, garage, office, or barn. Made with a compressed board with a unique texture, it measures 18” x 26”. Boarded with shotgun shells and rusted hinges, it’s the perfect vintage piece to add to your collection. Made in the USA by Whiskey River Home, LLC; this item is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.

**We the People Sign**

This flag is designed with laser cut stars that represent the 13 colonies that signed the US Constitution. In the center of the stars lays a special coin engraved with National Rifle Association of America along the rim, and 2nd and 2024 in the center. Each stripe has been individually cut and sanded to make it look like it is waving. The frame adds the perfect final touch with its 45’ angles and the 9mm casings to tie it into the Second Amendment and the NRA. Each flag is constructed the same way, but every piece will be unique as they stain and burn differently according to the grain of the wood. Two heavy duty hangers are also included. Made in the USA by Allen’s Torched Designs; this flag measures 25 1/2” x 14” x 2”. This item is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

**NRA Limited Edition 2A Flag**
Easily chop, slice, and dice with the finest kitchen knife set around. This set includes 11 essential knives that every kitchen needs. All items in this set feature black, pakkawood handles. The set includes a storage block with an inset NRA Coin. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA events by Blue Ridge Knives, this knife set is limited to 725 units.

- (1) Peeler knife with a 3.25” blade
- (4) Steak knives with 4.25” partially serrated blades
- (1) Paring knife with 4.5” blade
- (1) Chef’s knife with 6.5” blade
- (1) Chef’s knife with 6.5” blade
- (1) Bread knife with 7” serrated blade
- (1) Fillet knife with 7.5” blade
- (1) Canning fork
- (1) Diamond sharpener with 7.5” rod
- (1) Pair of kitchen shears with bottle/cap opener and quick disassembly hinge for easy cleaning

BROWNING KITCHEN KNIFE SET WITH NRA COIN

Show off your favorite spirit with this AR15 shaped Whiskey Decanter. This set comes with four bullet whiskey glasses so you can share a glass with your fellow patriots. When you’re done, you can set it on its custom stand that includes the NRA Seal on the bottom. Made by The Wine Savant/Mark Sanders, LLC, this item is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

AR15 DECANTER WITH NRA SEAL

This unique 14 3/8” Bear and Sons Fixed Blade Bowie Knife has a 9” blade made of high-definition Damascus Steel and features a white smooth bone handle. It also includes a hollow ground blade and brass guard. This knife comes with a genuine leather sheath printed with the Friends of NRA logo and weighing in at only 11.5 ounces makes it perfect for wearing on your belt. Made in the USA exclusively for Friends of NRA events by Blue Ridge Knives, this knife is limited to 725 units.

FIXED BLADE BOWIE KNIFE WITH SHEATH

MERCHANDISE
A cross between a red purse and backpack, this is the perfect everyday bag for the freedom loving gal. It features a large main compartment to fit your on-the-go necessities, complete with a concealed compartment for safe firearm storage in the back. This satchel is made by Cameleon Bags, distributed by Rugged Rare Inc, and is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.

**SKYLAR CONCEAL CARRY SATCHEL**

This bar necklace is filled with a beautiful cobblestone design of turquoise stones and a section of small clear cubic zirconia stones to add an extra touch of sparkle. With a 19-inch silver tone split chain, this necklace is a great addition to your jewelry collection. Made in the USA by Montana Silversmiths, this item is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.

**HIGH NOON COBBLESTONE BAR NECKLACE**

Keep your favorite goods cold and show off your NRA pride with this special edition cooler. Showcasing the NRA Seal on the lid and the Friends of NRA logo on the front, this hefty cooler will make your friends jealous. It has a Rotomolded LLDPE shell with Ecofoam insulation that features anti-slip Goat Feet, Top Loader Latches for easy access, a patented Lid Lock to hold the cooler open, a padded black shoulder strap, and even is IGBC certified bear resistant. Made in the USA and designed to last a lifetime, this cooler is made exclusively for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

**CORDOVA 20QT COOLER WITH LOGO**

Say hello to your new favorite skillet. This customized Lodge skillet measures 10.25” with the NRA Seal on the bottom, while the matching top reads “National Rifle Association”. Poured in a Foundry in Tennessee and precision machined in Kentucky, one could say this Cast Iron Skillet is made in America twice by Legacy Machine and Design. This skillet is made exclusively for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

**CAST IRON DEEP SKILLET AND LID WITH NRA SEAL**

This bar necklace is filled with a beautiful cobblestone design of turquoise stones and a section of small clear cubic zirconia stones to add an extra touch of sparkle. With a 19-inch silver tone split chain, this necklace is a great addition to your jewelry collection. Made in the USA by Montana Silversmiths, this item is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.
Thank You

The 2024 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. (“NRA Foundation”) is a 501 (c) (3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including youth, women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters, and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.

View this catalog online at www.friendsofnra.org/merchandise
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